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1 Introduction

This is the user guide for csbl.go, an R package for computing semantic similarity based on Gene
Ontology annotations. The package supports the following measures: Resnik (with GraSM option),
Jiang-Conrath (GraSM), Lin (GraSM) [1], Relevance [2], Czekanowski-Dice, Kappa statistics, cosine
similarity and SimGIC (under the name WeightedJaccard).

In addition to this document, refer to the documentation of individual functions using the help system
of R.

See the associated publication: Ovaska K, Laakso M, Hautaniemi S. Fast Gene Ontology based
clustering for microarray experiments. BioData Mining 2008, 1:11.

2 Installation

csbl.go has been tested with R 2.8–2.15 on Windows and Linux.

On Windows, download the Windows binary and install it from the R GUI (Packages → Install
package(s) from local zips files).

On Unix, download the source tar.gz package and install it using R CMD INSTALL.

You also need to install some Bioconductor packages (Biobase, annotate, GO.db) and the cluster and
RUnit packages (available in CRAN).

After installing, you can test the installation with the function run.tests.csbl.go.

3 Loading GO annotations

Gene Ontology annotations for a set of genes are loaded from a text file that has flexible format. Let
us assume that you have a (small) gene set of seven genes and you have fetched their annotations
using an external tool. The annotation file looks like this:

AP4B1 GO:0005215 GO:0005488 GO:0005515 GO:0005625 GO:0005802 GO:0005905

BCAS2 GO:0005515 GO:0005634 GO:0005681 GO:0008380 GO:0031202
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PDE4DIP GO:0003735 GO:0005622 GO:0005840 GO:0006412

SEC22L1

PRKAR1A GO:0000166 GO:0001707 GO:0005515

SEC61G GO:0005783 GO:0005789 GO:0006605 GO:0015450 GO:0016020 GO:0016021

GRB7 GO:0005070 GO:0007165 GO:0007173 GO:0007242

In this gene set, one gene (SEC22L1) has no GO annotations.

Each line of the input file is one biological entity (gene or protein). The first column of each row
must be the entity identifier; whitespace (space or tab) must be used as the column separator. The rest
of the line contains GO annotations for the entity. GO terms are parsed using the regular expression
GO:[0-9]{7} so the input format can be very flexible.

You can read the annotations with the function entities.from.text. This function returns an
instance of the class entities that holds annotations for each gene.

4 Loading a priori probability tables for GO terms

Semantic similarity computation requires a probability table that holds a priori probabilities for each
GO term in a given gene set (for example, the gene set of some organism). Probability tables are
loaded with set.prob.table. You can either supply a filename or an NCBI taxonomy ID. Tables
for the following organisms are provided (taxonomy IDs and their R contants in parenthesis):

• Homo sapiens (9606; TAXONOMY.HUMAN)

• Saccharomyces cerevisiae (4932; TAXONOMY.YEAST)

• Caenorhabditis elegans (6239; TAXONOMY.C ELEGANS)

• Drosophila melanogaster (7227; TAXONOMY.DROSOPHILA)

• Mus musculus (10090; TAXONOMY.MOUSE)

• Rattus norvegicus (10116; TAXONOMY.RAT)

• Arabidopsis thaliana (3702; TAXONOMY.ARABIDOPSIS)

• Xenopus tropicalis (8364; TAXONOMY.XENOPUS)

There are two kinds of probability tables calculated in slightly different ways: similarity and enrich-
ment. set.prob.table has a type parameter that must be supplied when the table is loaded using
a taxonomy ID (but is not needed when the filename is given). Legal values for the type parameter
are ”similarity” is for similarity measures and ”enrichment” for enrichment analysis.
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5 Computing similarity

When you have loaded the entities instance and a probability table, you can compute all pair-wise
similarities with entity.sim.many.

As an example, we have a set of seven genes, out of which gene 4 has no annotations.

# Load a priori probabilities for Homo sapiens:

> set.prob.table(organism=TAXONOMY.HUMAN, type="similarity")

# Load GO annotations from my-annotation-file.txt:

> ent <- entities.from.text("my-annotation-file.txt")

> entity.sim.many(ent, "MF", "Resnik")

AP4B1 BCAS2 PDE4DIP SEC22L1 PRKAR1A SEC61G GRB7

AP4B1 4.284126 2.659216 0.000000 NA 2.659216 4.284126 2.659216

BCAS2 2.659216 11.549282 0.000000 NA 2.659216 2.659216 2.659216

PDE4DIP 0.000000 0.000000 6.469218 NA 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000

SEC22L1 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

PRKAR1A 2.659216 2.659216 0.000000 NA 3.414187 2.659216 2.659216

SEC61G 4.284126 2.659216 0.000000 NA 2.659216 11.372405 2.659216

GRB7 2.659216 2.659216 0.000000 NA 2.659216 2.659216 10.458135

Here we computed similarity in the Molecular Function (MF) ontology, using the Resnik measure.
For genes that have no annotation, similarities are missing. Notice that the matrix is symmetric,
and the diagonal values (self-similarities) are generally larger than other entries. Note: as the GO is
frequently updated, different version of csbl.go may give slightly different similarities than the ones
shown.

You can also compute similarity using all ontologies with centity.sim.many.allont.

The measure parameter is one the following: Resnik, Lin, JiangConrath, Relevance, ResnikGraSM,
LinGraSM, JiangConrathGraSM, Kappa, Cosine, WeightedJaccard, CzekanowskiDice.

6 Clustering and heat map visualization

When you are analyzing a microarray experiment, you can use GO annotations to cluster genes of
interest (usually differentially expressed genes). Clustering is visualized using a heat map that shows
a clustering dendrogram on the side. The heat map shows expression data and clustering together.
This is done with the function go.heatmap; see its documentation for details. The function also
returns the clusters and information about the clusters in a format that can be further analyzed.

Below is an example of drawing a heap map showing GO-based clustering. First, we define an expres-
sion matrix giving numeric values for each gene in two samples. We place it into gene-expression.csv,
a tab-delimited file; however, any R matrix with row and column names can be used:
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Sample1 Sample2

AP4B1 1.0 2.5

BCAS2 5.2 3.8

PDE4DIP 2.4 5.3

SEC22L1 6.8 4.4

PRKAR1A 0.5 1.2

SEC61G 5.2 2.5

GRB7 2.9 5.2

Second, the following script reads the expression matrix into memory and uses the GO annotation
file go-annotation.txt (shown in Section 3) to cluster genes. Because the expression matrix
contains only two samples (columns), we set the heatmap.scale parameter to none for a visually
more informative view; for larger sample sets, the default value for this parameter can be used. The
margins parameter sets sample label margins.

library(csbl.go)

set.prob.table(organism=TAXONOMY.HUMAN, type="similarity")

expSet <- read.delim("gene-expression.csv", header=TRUE)

go.heatmap(expSet, "go-annotation.txt",

heatmap.scale="none", grayscale=FALSE, margins=c(15,7))

7 Computing enriched terms

Given a set of genes with GO annotations, you can compute the most enriched (overrepresented) GO
terms with the function frequencies. P-values are computed using Fisher’s Exact Test.

8 Creating custom GO term probability tables

In the tools/ directory of the package, there are command line tools for creating custom GO term
probability tables. The tables are saved into current working directory. Metadata is saved into the file
metadata.csv. To locate the tools/ directory, type get.package.dir(’csbl.go’) in R.

To create a table from a text file with syntax identical to the annotation files seen earlier, use the
script prob tables from text.sh. This is equivalent to the command R --slave --vanilla

--args "$@" < prob tables from text.r. You need to give annotation file name and metadata
information about the table as parameters.

You might want to create a custom probability table when doing a microarray analysis, for example.
You need to obtain GO annotations for each gene in the microarray and then use
prob tables from text.sh.
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Another way to create tables is by using the MySQL database of geneontology.org that combines
annotations for many organisms. For this, you need a local installation of the database. The script
for fetching GO annotations is in annotation from geneontology org.sh. You give NCBI tax-
onomy IDs as parameter to the script. You need to have a file called db settings.r in current
working directory when you execute the script. It is used to read database connection settings. Model
db settings.r is in the tools/ directory. The script produces GO annotation text files that can be
converted to probability tables using prob tables from text.sh.

You can also create probability tables in R using the functions entities.to.prob.table (for sim-
ilarity computation) and entities.to.enrichment.probs (for enrichment computation). These
create raw data frames that must be saved to disk using write.prob.table and then loaded with
set.prob.table before use.
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